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Abstract—Photoacoustic Imaging (PAI) is a rapidly emerging
imaging modality that is based on the conversion from light
into ultrasound. One of the most promising applications of PAI
is in diagnosis and longitudinal monitoring of solid tumours.
By visualizing differences in the optical energy absorbed by
endogenous chromophores, such as haemoglobin or melanin, PAI
has made rapid advances over the past decade. In particular, PAI
has been successfully demonstrated in early stage human trials
in cancer, for delineating benign and malignant lesions as well
as monitoring treatment.

The promise of these early pilot studies has led to the
development of several commercial clinical PAI instruments.
Furthermore, qualitative image interpretation is increasingly
being replaced by calculation of quantitative imaging biomarkers
(IBs) as both research tools and as putative clinical decision-
making tools. Considering the recently reported roadmaps for
clinical translation of IBs, it is clear that acceleration of PAI
biomarkers into clinical use requires parallel technical, biological
and clinical validation, as well as assessment of cost-effectiveness.
The International Photoacoustic Standardisation Consortium
(IPASC) has been founded to address this unmet need. The
overall objective of IPASC is to reach an international consensus
on PAI standardization to improve the quality of preclinical
studies and to accelerate efforts in clinical translation.

Index Terms—photoacoustics, standardisation, phantoms

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is an exciting technology that
combines laser excitation with acoustic detection to enable
deep-tissue imaging of absorbed optical energy, which can be
used to visualise a range of biological properties, including
vasculature and blood oxygenation [1]. PAI harnesses the pho-
toacoustic effect, where absorbed optical energy is converted
into acoustic waves detectable by ultrasound transducers. PAI
provides images with spatial resolution determined by the
ultrasound detection scheme but with strong contrast based on
light absorption by molecules, such as haemoglobin found in
blood, or exogenous contrast agents [2], [3]. Because sound
is less attenuated in tissue than light, PAI can detect blood

vessels and absorptive chromophores at high resolution much
deeper than pure optical imaging (order of cm rather than
mm). As a result, PAI has been developed as a preclinical
research tool for studying tissue oxygenation in diseases of
inflammation and in cancer biology, as well as for monitoring
drug biodistribution evaluation. PAI has also found utility in
clinical applications including cancer detection (especially of
breast cancer) [4], surgical guidance [5], tumour margin delin-
eation [6], and cerebral oximetry [7]. Commercial systems are
available for preclinical research, several clinical devices are
currently marketed for investigational use, and two clinical-
grade devices have received the CE mark.

Despite the substantial growth of the PAI research commu-
nity and significant investment by industry and government
agencies, preclinical and clinical adoption of PAI has been
slow. Notably, no devices have crossed the translational gap to
applications in healthcare systems despite the strong potential
of PAI for improving patient care. This is due in part to
difficulties in evaluating system performance and comparing
devices of different designs. Mature medical imaging modal-
ities (MRI, CT, ultrasound) have internationally recognized
standards that establish tools, test methods, and best practices
for objective, quantitative image quality assessment [8]. They
also have numerous commercial devices already approved for
use as standard-of-care in a range of clinical indications. For
PAI, no such standards or clinical devices yet exist due to
its nascent status, placing a burden on device manufacturers
to design their own test methods and potentially leading to
duplication of effort and lack of community consensus. The
availability of well-validated, consensus-based performance
test methods for PAI systems would greatly accelerate device
design optimization, device inter-comparison, quality assur-
ance/control testing, and regulatory evaluation.

In recent years, substantial test methodology research has
been conducted to help develop community consensus on
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best practices in testing PAI devices. Much of this research
has focused on developing tissue-mimicking phantoms that
replicate the optical and acoustic properties of tissues [9]–[11].
Phantoms provide low-cost, easily fabricated alternatives to in
vivo animal testing, complying with principles of 3Rs, and
enable objective, quantitative benchtop assessment of device
performance. Phantoms can be used to evaluate essential im-
age quality metrics (e.g., resolution, contrast) [12]–[15] as well
as performance of quantitative imaging biomarkers, such as
total haemoglobin concentration, blood oxygen saturation, or
exogenous contrast agent concentration [16], [17]. Phantoms
can further be used to compare outputs of different imaging
systems as well as to track their performance longitudinally
over time, making them a cornerstone of reliable imaging.

IPASC was established in 2018 to bring together re-
searchers, device developers, and government regulators to
develop community-consensus on standardised PAI perfor-
mance test methods. Standardisation has typically lagged
behind in adoption of medical imaging technologies, often
being initiated long after the first identification of critical
challenges in evaluating safety and effectiveness of medical
devices. Learning these lessons from our experiences of other
medical imaging technologies, IPASC provides a route to
‘jump start’ such activities for PAI and develop consensus
on how to assess PAI devices in order to ensure that device
developers produce objectively safe, effective, and high-quality
devices that improve patient care. Efforts to date have included
agreement on terms and definitions for use in performance
evaluation of PAI and developing best practices for multi-site
phantom-based PAI device image quality comparison studies.
A full list of the international membership of the consortium
can be found on our website [18] and our organisational
structure can be see in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. IPASC organization into three thematic working groups as well as
the IPASC leadership team and industry board.

The overall aims of IPASC are to:
1) Define widely accepted phantoms for use with preclini-

cal and clinical PAI systems;
2) Use these defined phantoms to enable quantitative com-

parison of PAI data acquired with different system
designs and analysed with different data reconstruction
and spectral processing algorithms;

3) Provide open, publicly available, reference datasets for
testing of data reconstruction and spectral processing
algorithms in a widely accepted data format;

4) Agree upon standardized and validated test methods for
new PAI instruments to aid comparison of published
results.

II. RECENT ACTIVITIES

The activities of IPASC are pursued under three main
themes: Phantom Development; Data Acquisition and Man-
agement; and Study Design. In addition, we have an industry
board, representing the interests of our commercial vendor
members.

A. Phantom Development

The Phantom Development (PD) theme of IPASC have
led vital community efforts in developing phantom recipes
suitable for PAI standardisation. In particular, initial work
in the theme reviewed all available candidate materials for
the production of stable test objects with appropriate optical
and acoustic properties. The review identified an unmet need
for a base phantom material where the components fulfil the
essential requirements of a standard phantom (Figure 2) such
as low-cost and scalability. A candidate polymer-in-oil based
recipe was formulated to meet these demands and subjected
to long-term testing for stability of optical, acoustic, and
thermomechanical properties. Ease of fabrication was tested
by distributing a basic recipe to over 16 receiver sites across
the world, who then provided feedback on the local cost of
materials and manufacturing process. A consensus document
is currently being prepared to establish the essential technical
requirements for the phantom material.

MECHANICAL ROBUSTNESS

STABILITY

LOW-COST ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

OPTICAL PROPERTIESSCALABILITY

MANUFACTURE

MAINTENANCE

Fig. 2. Criteria that need to be fulfilled by a standard photoacoustic phantom.

B. Data Acquisition and Management

The efforts of the Data Acquisition and Management
(DAM) theme have focused on establishing a standardized data
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format for photoacoustic time series data to facilitate inter-
device data exchange and comparison. In order to achieve
consensus on the data format, it was necessary to under-
stand the full breadth of photoacoustic system geometries,
including both illumination and detection elements, which was
captured through a survey of the equipment available within
our member laboratories. Furthermore, a detailed evaluation of
all image metadata information was undertaken, considering
the file container format, binary data metadata and acquisition
metadata, which comprise the underpinning knowledge needed
to reconstruct a photoacoustic image, as shown in Figure 3.

IPASC PA Data File Format

Binary Data Metadata

Data Dimensionality
Sizes
Data Type

101010
010110
110100

File Container Metadata

Unique Identifier
Encoding
Compression

Acquisition Metadata

PAI Device Reference
Pulse Laser Energy
Frequency Domain Filter
Filter Threshold
Frame Acquisition Timestamps
A/D Sampling Rate
Acquisition Optical Wavelengths
Time Gain Compensation
Overall Gain 
Element-dependent Gain 
Temperature Control
Acoustic Coupling Agent
Scanning Method

Fig. 3. Depiction of the three major components of the standard photoacoustic
matedata to be reported for each photoacoustic image: (1) the file container
metadata, (2) binary time series data, and (3) acquisition metadata.

The resulting consensus document [19] was adopted with
only 5% of voters standing aside or rejecting the proposal and
published openly for widespread community consultation on
our website. Considering the requirements for photoacoustic
data handling, the HDF5 file format has been identified as an
appropriate data container and is the subject of ongoing work
to develop a conversion tool between the existing file formats
used by the community.

C. Study Design
Towards our goal of developing phantom-based test meth-

ods for PAI, the Study Design (SD) theme has undertaken
consensus-building activities, including agreement of standard-
ised terms and definitions used in the PAI community [20] as
well as initial phantom testing guidelines and best practices.
SD is currently organising consensus discussions to develop
suitable phantom designs and image analysis techniques for
evaluating fundamental image quality metrics that are neces-
sary for characterisation of PAI system performance. An initial
survey has been undertaken, the results of which were dis-
seminated by video conference. Further discussion and debate
within the consortium will lead to a draft consensus document
containing recommended essential performance characteristics
for PAI systems, agreed-upon phantom requirements (proper-
ties, geometry, target arrays) for testing these characteristics,
and appropriate methods for computing image quality metrics
from acquired data. The resulting document is intended to be
completed by the end of 2020.

D. IPASC Industry Board
The IPASC Industry board was inaugurated in 2020. It

represents industry-specific interests in the context of stan-

dardization and consists of vendors of photoacoustic imaging
equipment or components. Its purpose is to drive aspects
of standardization that are specifically relevant to members
of industry, but of lesser interest to the scientific research
community. As its first work-item, the Industry Board initiated
the inauguration of a Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine (DICOM) working group (WG-34) with the
goal to extend the widely used standard for clinical image
management and transfer with support for PAI. As such, voting
members from the industry are warmly welcomed to join both
the Industry Board as well as the DICOM WG-34.

III. FUTURE WORK

Ongoing work in the PD and SD themes will culminate in a
set of consensus recommendations establishing best practices
for objective, quantitative assessment of PAI device image
quality through phantom-based performance test methods.
IPASC intends to demonstrate utility of these phantom-based
test methods through a multi-site phantom imaging study
among members, which is planned for 2021. Participating
members will receive a phantom constructed following IPASC
guidelines, perform a battery of image quality experiments and
data analysis following an IPASC-developed test method, and
submit results for comparison across different PAI systems.
Study results are expected to demonstrate utility of phantom-
based image quality testing and promote acceptance of IPASC
test methods, which will facilitate device development and
optimization, inter-system comparison, and clinical translation.
In parallel, the DAM theme is implementing a Python tool for
conversion of existing file formats into the proposed standard-
ised HDF5-based file format with the overall aim of using this
format to launch a common and open-source data platform
in 2021. Future goals include evolving current community-
led consensus-based activities into broader standardisation
efforts through formal standards working groups, such as the
aforementioned DICOM working group for PAI. Prospective
new members are invited to join our initiative via our website
[18].
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